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Key points

1
We argue for a carefully balanced investment approach as global risk 

assets have bounced back from the late 2018 selloff. 

2
The Federal Reserve’s dovish messaging helped lift stocks. U.S. 

government bond yields hit nearly one-month lows before reversing. 

3

To chase or not to chase the rally? 

Global markets have started 2019 on firmer footing after losses in 2018. We see equities 

and bonds eking out positive returns this year, and still advocate a carefully balanced 

approach in portfolios due to late-cycle concerns and ongoing geopolitical uncertainties. 

We caution against chasing the rally in risk assets, particularly in areas vulnerable to 

growth downgrades, geopolitical risks or sudden shifts in supply/demand dynamics. 

Chart of the week
Market pricing of 2019 U.S. interest rate moves, 2018-2019

There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Source: BlackRock Investment Institute with 

data from Bloomberg, February 2019. Notes: The chart shows the market-implied change in short-term U.S. interest 

rates over 2019, as reflected by Eurodollar futures pricing. We use the price of the December 2019 contract to 

represent implied end-2019 rates. The implied changes are represented by the price differences between that 

contract and the contracts for December 2018 delivery (before its expiry on Dec. 12, 2018), for January 2019 delivery 

(before its expiry on Jan. 14, 2019) and for February 2019 delivery. We assume rate moves are 25 percentage points.

Global stocks kicked off 2019 with a bang – posting their best month in more than 

eight years. Other risk assets also rallied. A key impetus: a big shift in policy 

expectations across the globe. Markets have moved from pricing in two 2019 rate 

increases by the Fed in November, to flirting with the potential of a cut. See the chart 

above. The Fed has pledged patience and flexibility in future rate moves and signaled 

the potential of maintaining a larger-than-expected balance sheet. Fed policymakers 

are not alone in sounding more dovish. China has signaled a move to easier credit 

and fiscal conditions. We are also seeing increasingly expansionary fiscal policy in 

Europe: Italy and Spain are already ramping up public spending in 2019, France has 

pledged to cut taxes and increase wages, and Germany is considering tax cuts. 
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The June U.S. employment report is unlikely to sway the Federal Reserve from raising rates one to two more times this

Markets will look at the extent of any rebound in this week’s German 

manufacturing data to help gauge the health of the eurozone economy. 
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Consider the risks
Also helping to soothe market jitters: moderating market concerns around geopolitics. Market attention to geopolitical risks has dipped 

from the elevated levels seen in the second half of 2018, our BlackRock geopolitical risk dashboard shows. Markets now see a higher 

likelihood of a limited U.S.-China trade deal. This eases a major source of market angst, though any disappointment could sting more. 

Some pockets of the markets, such as high yield and emerging market debt, have been supported by lower-than-usual issuance. Yet 

such supply/demand dynamics could change quickly.

Can the risk rally be sustained? The U.S. economy has entered late cycle. This phase historically has been associated with positive 

stock and bond returns – and frequently has rewarded risk taking. Two examples are the late 1990s and 2006, when global equities

and bonds both posted double-digit returns. Yet we see reasons for caution. Late cycles have come with higher volatility in the last 

three decades, our analysis finds. Near-term consensus expectations for economic and earnings growth still appear high, even though 

we view the risk of a 2019 U.S. recession as low. We also see geopolitical risks as a persistent force in markets – with the strategic 

confrontation between the U.S. and China over technology dominance and threats to European political stability as two 

underappreciated risks over the medium term. Another factor to consider: Financial asset valuations are now less compelling than in 

late 2018.

Our base case: A modest easing of financial conditions globally is likely sufficient to stabilize growth in the second half of 2019. Any 

decisive move in global monetary and fiscal positions toward a more growth-friendly stance could trigger a renewed bull market, we 

believe. Yet we still argue for a carefully balanced investment approach. This includes taking risks where they are being sufficiently 

rewarded. Cash is less attractive than equities and bonds. Bonds offer slightly higher returns and significantly greater diversification 

benefits than they did in 2018. We prefer equity over credit, and emerging markets over developed markets outside of the U.S.

Week in review

• The Fed’s dovish tone helped boost risk assets. U.S. government bond yields dropped to the lowest since early January before 

bouncing back. The U.S. earnings season produced mostly modest surprises, and those were met with strong price reactions. 

Bloomberg confirmed it would start adding Chinese yuan-denominated government and policy bank bonds to the Bloomberg 

Barclays Global Aggregate Index in April.

• Robust jobs data pointed to ongoing strength in the U.S. labor market. January’s nonfarm payrolls notched the largest increase 

since February 2018. China’s manufacturing activity shrank in January for the second consecutive month, underlining worries about 

a further slowdown in the world’s second-largest economy. 

• High-level U.S.-China trade talks ended with China’s pledge to buy more U.S. soybeans. U.S. President Donald Trump and Chinese 

President Xi Jinping are expected to meet soon, yet we see long-term structural rivalry between the two nations persisting. 

Global snapshot

Weekly and 12-month performance of selected assets

Equities Week YTD 12 Months Div. Yield

U.S. Large Caps 1.6% 8.1% -2.2% 2.1%

U.S. Small Caps 1.3% 11.5% -3.7% 1.7%

Non-U.S. World 1.2% 7.5% -12.5% 3.3%

Non-U.S. Developed 0.9% 6.5% -12.6% 3.5%

Japan 0.2% 5.4% -13.6% 2.5%

Emerging 1.7% 8.8% -13.8% 2.8%

Asia ex-Japan 1.5% 7.4% -13.8% 2.6%

Bonds Week YTD 12 Months Yield

U.S. Treasuries 0.4% 0.2% 2.7% 2.7%

U.S. TIPS 1.0% 1.1% 1.1% 2.8%

U.S. Investment Grade 0.9% 2.2% 0.9% 3.9%

U.S. High Yield 0.8% 4.7% 2.0% 6.9%

U.S. Municipals 0.4% 0.7% 3.3% 2.6%

Non-U.S. Developed 0.7% 1.6% -3.4% 0.9%

EM $ Bonds 0.8% 4.5% 0.2% 6.2%

Commodities Week YTD 12 Months Level

Brent Crude Oil 1.8% 16.6% -9.9% $   62.75 

Gold 1.1% 2.7% -2.3% $   1,318 

Copper 1.4% 2.9% -13.8% $   6,139 

Currencies Week YTD 12 Months Level

Euro/USD 0.4% -0.1% -8.4% 1.15

USD/Yen 0.0% -0.1% 0.1% 109.50

Pound/USD -0.9% 2.6% -8.3% 1.31

Source: Thomson Reuters. As of Feb. 1, 2019. Notes: Weekly data through Friday. Equity and bond performance are measured in total index returns in U.S. dollars. U.S. large caps are 

represented by the S&P 500 Index; U.S. small caps are represented by the Russell 2000 Index; non-U.S. world equity by the MSCI ACWI ex U.S.; non-U.S. developed equity by the 

MSCI EAFE Index; Japan, Emerging and Asia ex-Japan by their respective MSCI indexes; U.S. Treasuries by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury Index; U.S. TIPS by the U.S. 

Treasury Inflation Notes Total Return Index; U.S. investment grade by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate Index; U.S. high yield by the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Corporate High 

Yield 2% Issuer Capped Index; U.S. municipals by the Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index; non-U.S. developed bonds by the Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex USD; and 

emerging market $ bonds by the JP Morgan EMBI Global Diversified Index. Brent crude oil prices are in U.S. dollars per barrel, gold prices are in U.S. dollar per troy ounce and copper 

prices are in U.S. dollar per metric ton. The Euro/USD level is represented by U.S. dollar per euro, USD/JPY by yen per U.S. dollar and Pound/USD by U.S. dollar per pound. Index 

performance is shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
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Week ahead

Data out of the eurozone this week, including Germany’s factory orders and output, could offer a gauge of the health of the region’s 

economy. Markets will look for some rebound in the data following sharp declines in prior months, yet year-end seasonality may inject 

noise. One-off factors may have contributed to some of the weakness in Germany’s manufacturing sector, but our BlackRock GPS still 

sees a very subdued pace of growth in Germany and the eurozone this year.

Asset class views

Views from a U.S. dollar perspective over a three-month horizon

Asset class View Comments

Equities

U.S. ▲
Solid corporate earnings and ongoing economic expansion underpin our positive view. We have a growing 

preference for quality companies with strong balance sheets as the 2019 macro and earnings outlooks become 

more uncertain. Health care is among our favored sectors.

Europe ▼
Weak economic momentum and political risks are challenges to earnings growth. A value bias makes Europe 

less attractive without a clear catalyst for value outperformance. We prefer higher-quality, globally-oriented 

names.

Japan —

We see solid corporate fundamentals and cheap valuations as supportive, but the market lacks a clear catalyst 

for sustained outperformance. Other positives include shareholder-friendly corporate behavior, central bank 

stock buying and political stability.

EM ▲
Attractive valuations, coupled with a backdrop of economic reforms and policy stimulus, support the case for EM 

stocks. We view financial contagion risks as low. Uncertainty around trade is likely to persist, though much has 

been priced in. We see the greatest opportunities in EM Asia.

Asia ex-Japan ▲
The economic backdrop is encouraging, with near-term resilience in China and solid corporate earnings. We like 

selected Southeast Asian markets but recognize a worse-than-expected Chinese slowdown or disruptions in 

global trade would pose risks to the entire region.

Fixed 

income

U.S. 

government 

bonds

—

An expected pause in the Federal Reserve’s policy normalization, and softening economic data in the near term, 

should support flows into Treasuries. We are modestly positive on longer maturities, but see 10-year yields 

range-bound. A more negative equity/bond correlation makes Treasuries an attractive portfolio diversifier.

U.S. 

municipals
—

Solid demand for munis as a tax shelter and expectations for muted issuance should support the asset class. 

We prefer a long duration stance, expressed via a barbell strategy focused on two- and 20-year maturities.

U.S. credit —

Solid fundamentals support credit markets, but late-cycle economic concerns pose a risk to valuations. We favor 

an up-in-quality stance with a preference for investment grade credit. We hold a balanced view between high 

yield bonds and loans.

European

sovereigns ▼
Yields are relatively unattractive and vulnerable to any growth uptick. Rising rate differentials have made 

European sovereigns more appealing for global investors with currency hedges. Italian spreads reflect quite a bit 

of risk, but the upcoming European elections cycle is an important source of risk. 

European

credit
—

We see compelling relative value in BBB-rated European credit, as it has lagged the recent rebound in other risk 

assets. A slowing, but growing global economy and major central banks on hold provide a positive backdrop for 

credit. Yet we remain neutral overall, given still-anemic eurozone growth and ongoing political risks. 

EM debt —

Valuations remain attractive despite the recent rally, and limited issuance in recent months is supportive. A 

pause in U.S. monetary policy tightening and U.S. dollar strength removes a key drag on performance. Clear 

risks include deteriorating U.S.-China relations and slower global growth.

Asia fixed

income
—

We focus on quality credit, including investment grade in India, China and parts of the Middle East. We also 

favor high yield in Indonesia and in China’s real estate sector. We have low conviction on local currency debt 

markets and see the Chinese yuan benefiting from any easing in U.S.-China trade conflicts. 

Other

Commodities 

and

currencies
✱

A reversal of recent oversupply is likely to underpin oil prices. Any relaxation in trade tensions could signal 

upside to industrial metal prices. We are neutral on the U.S. dollar. It maintains “safe-haven” appeal but gains 

could be limited by a high valuation and a narrowing growth gap with the rest of the world.

Feb. 4 U.S. factory orders

Feb. 5
President Trump gives the annual State of the 

Union address; eurozone retail sales

*Given the breadth of this category, we do not offer a consolidated view. 
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▲ Overweight      — Neutral      ▼ Underweight

Feb. 6
U.S. productivity and labor costs; German 

manufacturing orders

Feb. 7 German industrial output
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BlackRock Investment Institute
The BlackRock Investment Institute (BII) provides connectivity between BlackRock’s portfolio managers; originates economic, markets 

and portfolio construction research; and publishes investment insights. Our goals are to help our portfolio managers become even

better investors and to produce thought-provoking investment content for clients and policymakers.

General Disclosure: This material is not intended to be relied upon as a forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer 

or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any investment strategy. The opinions expressed are as of Feb. 4, 2019, and may change. The 

information and opinions are derived from proprietary and nonproprietary sources deemed by BlackRock to be reliable, are not necessarily all-inclusive 

and are not guaranteed as to accuracy. As such, no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given and no responsibility arising in any other way for errors 

and omissions (including responsibility to any person by reason of negligence) is accepted by BlackRock, its officers, employees or agents. This 

material may contain ’forward looking’ information that is not purely historical in nature. Such information may include, among other things, projections 

and forecasts. There is no guarantee that any forecasts made will come to pass. Reliance upon information in this material is at the sole discretion of 

the reader.

In the U.S., this material is intended for public distribution. In Canada, this material is intended for permitted clients only. In the EU issued by 

BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited (authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)). Registered office: 12 

Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. Registered in England No. 2020394. Tel: 020 7743 3000. For your protection, telephone calls are usually 

recorded. BlackRock is a trading name of BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited. This material is for distribution to Professional Clients (as 

defined by the FCA of MiFID Rules) and Qualified Investors and should not be relied upon by any other persons. For qualified investors in 

Switzerland, this material shall be exclusively made available to, and directed at, qualified investors as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment 

Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended. In South Africa, please be advised that BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited is an 

authorised Financial Services provider with the South African Financial Services Board, FSP No. 43288. In DIFC: This information can be distributed in 

and from the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC) by BlackRock Advisors (UK) Limited — Dubai Branch which is regulated by the Dubai 

Financial Services Authority (DFSA) and is only directed at 'Professional Clients’ and no other person should rely upon the information contained within 

it. Neither the DFSA or any other authority or regulator located in the GCC or MENA region has approved this information. This information and 

associated materials have been provided for your exclusive use. This document is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any 

jurisdiction or country where such distribution would be unlawful under the securities laws of such. Any distribution, by whatever means, of this 

document and related material to persons other than those referred to above is strictly prohibited. For investors in Israel: BlackRock Investment 

Management (UK) Limited is not licensed under Israel's Regulation of Investment Advice, Investment Marketing and Portfolio Management Law, 5755-

1995 (the “Advice Law”), nor does it carry insurance thereunder. In Singapore, this is issued by BlackRock (Singapore) Limited (Co. registration no. 

200010143N). In Hong Kong, this material is issued by BlackRock Asset Management North Asia Limited and has not been reviewed by the Securities 

and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In South Korea, this material is for distribution to the Qualified Professional Investors (as defined in the 

Financial Investment Services and Capital Market Act and its sub-regulations). In Taiwan, Independently operated by BlackRock Investment 

Management (Taiwan) Limited. Address: 28F, No. 100, Songren Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 110, Taiwan. Tel: (02)23261600. In Japan, this is issued 

by BlackRock Japan. Co., Ltd. (Financial Instruments Business Operator: The Kanto Regional Financial Bureau. License No375, Association 

Memberships: Japan Investment Advisers Association, the Investment Trusts Association, Japan, Japan Securities Dealers Association, Type II 

Financial Instruments Firms Association.) For Professional Investors only (Professional Investor is defined in Financial Instruments and Exchange Act). 

In Australia, issued by BlackRock Investment Management (Australia) Limited ABN 13 006 165 975 AFSL 230 523 (BIMAL). The material provides 

general information only and does not take into account your individual objectives, financial situation, needs or circumstances. In China, this material 

may not be distributed to individuals resident in the People's Republic of China ("PRC", for such purposes, excluding Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan) 

or entities registered in the PRC unless such parties have received all the required PRC government approvals to participate in any investment or 

receive any investment advisory or investment management services. For Other APAC Countries, this material is issued for Institutional Investors only 

(or professional/sophisticated /qualified investors, as such term may apply in local jurisdictions) and does not constitute investment advice or an offer or 

solicitation to purchase or sell in any securities, BlackRock funds or any investment strategy nor shall any securities be offered or sold to any person in 

any jurisdiction in which an offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. In Latin America, for 

institutional investors and financial intermediaries only (not for public distribution). This material is for educational purposes only and does not constitute 

investment advice or an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any shares of any fund or security. If any funds are mentioned or 

inferred in this material, such funds may not been registered with the securities regulators of any Latin American country and thus, may not be publicly 

offered in any such countries. The provision of investment management and investment advisory services is a regulated activity in Mexico thus is 

subject to strict rules. No securities regulator within Latin America has confirmed the accuracy of any information contained herein.

The information provided here is neither tax nor legal advice. Investors should speak to their tax professional for specific information regarding their tax 

situation. Investment involves risk including possible loss of principal. International investing involves risks, including risks related to foreign currency, 

limited liquidity, less government regulation, and the possibility of substantial volatility due to adverse political, economic or other developments. These 

risks are often heightened for investments in emerging/developing markets or smaller capital markets.

© 2019 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK is a registered trademark of BlackRock, Inc., or its subsidiaries in the United States and 

elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of their respective owners.
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